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he concept of a BRICS
development bank, prima
facig, looks a good idea. An

agreemelrt amongst BRICS nations
to establish a new development bank
can be hailed as a boon to the five
emerging economies as well as the
global economy. The top five
emerging economies which account
for atound 43 per cent of the wodd,s
population and contribute 25 per
cent of wodd GDp are putting
together a bank which helps not just
these nations but others too. The
bank's main objective would be
disbursing funds to core sector
projects within the five-nation
grouping and other emerging
economies.

The bank would help strengthen
economic cooperation amongst the
BRICS nations and provide fot
additional and niche financing. The
bank would provide develtping
countries with financing support and
policy consultation in areas of
inftastructure investment, trade
facilitation and poverty reduction.
The BRICS bank would help
stabilize the financial market by
funding infrastructure construction
in developing nations and
smoothing possible capital matket
fluctuations.

The new development bank,urill be
conducive to inter-BRICS
cooperation and the steady gtowth
and development of the world
economy. It will open up more
opportunities for achieving mufi.ral
benefit and win-win tesults amongst
BRICS nations @nzl,,Russia, India,
China and South Africa), and rhese
opportunities will outweigh the
challenges brought by divetging
interests. As emerging forces on the
global economic arena, the BRICS
nations have enjoyed incteasing

shates in the wodd's combined GDp
and trade volume, and they have
started to play a more important role
in improving global governance.

Need for the BRICS Bank
and Key Objectives
Multilateral bodies such as \)7odd
Bank, IMF, and ADB, etc., have
helped create a "liberal order,, for the
wodd, promoting free markets arid
democtatic governaflce in the way
they provide economic assistance or
agree ofl rules fot commerce. Most
of all that order has spread the vety
notion of a global system based on
values and not just national interests.

Currendy, countries gain access to
intetnational caprtal through loans
from the rilTorld Bank and
f nternational Monetary Fund (IMD.
Both institutions, wirich p.""ia"
loans to fund major infrastructure
proiects or stabilize economies that
are in ttouble, are based in
STashington, D.C. The creation of a
BRICS development bank could
offer countries a way to negotiate for
various loans much more directly.
BRICS partnefs appear to tegatd the
bank as an alternative to the Wodd
Bank and the IMf suggesting they
would want to invest in each other
and possibly other emerging
countries' infrastructure ptojects
much more direcdy.

The BRICS bank is seen as away of
challenging the rules set by existing
institutions like the Wodd Bank,
countering Europe's economic crisis
and addressing the g4.5tn in
infrastructure spending the BRICS
are estimated to need over the next
five years. The stated goal of the new
BRICS development bank is to
provide its members with a way to
pool money for investment in
targeted infrastructure projects
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amongst themselves. But the proiect
also aims td suPPort increased
cotnmerce between the BRICS and

other emerging economies. Along
vdth the creation of develoPment

bank, creation of a $100bn
Contingent Reserve Agreement
(CRA)to pool reserves was also

proposed, with China contributing

$41bn, Brazll, India and Russia

$18bneach and South Africa shelling

out$5bn.

The need for establishment of a new

bank hints that the funds Provided
by the multilateral develoPment
banks (IVIDBs), mainlY S7orld Bank

and IMR have fallen short of the

investment needs of these countries.

The BRICS countties want a new

financing institution for sevetal

reasons. Firstly, the investment needs

of these countries ate massive. All
the multilateral development banks

(I,[DB$ taken together are able to
finance only about 5 Per cent of
these needs. Anew develoPment
bankwould pdmarily serve the needs

of BRICS counffies, esPeciallY fot
countties that badlY need a latge

investment in inftastructme, such as

India. Generally speaking, all of the

BRICS need to imProve their
infrastructure. Therefore, a

development bank could Ptovide
resources in addition to those given

by the central government. Secondly,

the processes and requirements of
the MDBs are too slow, cumbersome

and restrictive.

There are governance Ptoblems,
reforms of the IMF and the N7odd

Bank have been considerablY
delayed because of governance
issues. The BRICS countries require

a more resPonsive and agile
institution to he$ them with their
evolving needs. ThirdlY, the BRICS

countries lack adequate voice in the

MDBs. \fith their growing Political
stature and economic stengths, they
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need an institution in which theY

have the ability to influence the

vision and direction.

The idea of a BRICS Bank addresses

most of these concetns. It also helps

in tebalancing global financial flows.

These counuies have large reserves

and high saving rates, although these

ironically coexist with huge
investment needs. PredominantlY
these resetves are invested in
western countties' Using these

resources domesticallY could
improve the welfare of their people

and strengthen the fundamental
conditions for sustainable economic

grov/th. The establishment of a

BRICS Bank opens uP exciting
opportunities with substantial
financing coming ftom the BRICS

Bank and the other MDBs PlrYttg
complementaty role. Knovring each

other's urgent needs, the BRICS

countries could deliver mutual
assistaflce in a mote equal and

effective way via the bank, as well as

enhance the gtoup's standing in the

global financial system.

There ate also political incentives

behind this new develoPment bank'

The Iflorld Bank has been
dominated by the \7est for more

than half century. A BRICS
development bank rePresents the

growing influbnce of develoPing

countries. It could Ptovide a

platfotm for BRICS to Promote
international financial system
tefotm. Furthermore, a BRICS
development bank could serve as a

vehicle of concrete cooperation. A
ne\r/ common develoPment bank bY

the BRICS could become meaningfrrl

point of cooperation and helP the

wodd focus on imProved global
financialgovernance.

The setting up of the bankwould be

animportant stePwhich can ad&ess

gaps and challenges in critical

sectors. The Public and Ptivate
sectors in these counffies could be

expected to seize opportunities and

evolve collaboration at the level of
group, bilateral as well 2s third
country collaborations. The bank's

very existence would play to the idea

of a free market of ideas, or a

competition based on merit. And it
will likely be run in a democratic way.

The success of the new bank uill
depend on how the BRICS
governments lay the foundation on

key issues of concetn like caPital,

membership and govetnance.

Challenge,s Ahead of BRICS
The "club" of BRICS nations -
Brazil, Russia, India, China, and

South Africa - was started only four
years ago. Although a BRICS
development bank could PlaY a

critical role in global developmeflt'

many risks and challenges lie ahead.

The BRICS countries have certain

dissimilarities which could come in
the way of policy making. Three of
the five nations are at different levels

of growthrate.

Furtheq unemPloYrnent levels are

much highet fot South Africa and

India, which comPels governmeflts

to play a more active role in social

programmes. Inflation appears to be

fairly high rn 4 of the 5 nations, with
India topping atl .5 pet cettt (average

FY13). Differential inflation will
provide anadvantage to the country
with high inflation as it can use othet

currencies to procure cheaper goods.

Interest rates are again high in three

of the group counries and low in
China and BraziT,which will make it
atftactive fot the others to borrow
from these markets and currencies.

The BRICS countries also differ in
development levels and foreign trade

and investment influences, and face

diverse domestic and international

problems. These factors may lead to

different goals and demands.



Before the BRICS counrries can
agfee to the establishment of a
development bank, the countries
must decide how the bank will be
governed. In addition to the
technical issues, there ate some
sensitive issues such as where to set
up headquarters and how to choose a
president and high tanking officials
of the bank and the curency of
transactions. BRICS, after all, have
many differences in poJitical and
economic systems and in the
intetnational geopolitical status. It
was the international financial crisis
and the instability in international

11_kets that put them into similady
difficult situations, and they tried to
avoid the damage of external shocks
bycoopetating.

Although theit cooperation is
increasing recently, there is
competition amongstthe BRICS and
they have different views on many
issues. It wilt take time to build
political and economic trust
amongst the BRICS. So a new
development bank would have to
overcome many difficult challenges
before it could play an important ;le
as mentioned above.

Gtowing economic strength has
given BRICS more confidence to
take responsibility in ptoviding
global development finance anJ
working for global stability and
governance. All five countries are
willing to enhance their intetnal
trade and investment to cteate a
wider base for further
cooperation.

China vs. BRIS countries
The Indian finance ministry has
been given the responsibility towork
out a road map for the proposed
BRICS bank. Experts fio; the
Finance Ministry and the RBI will be
j"l_dy &awing a rough toad map,
which could be informally discusset

at at interim summit at St.
Petersburg in Russia in September
2013 and later fleshed out before a
fi:ll BRICS summi t atBrazrl tn 201 4.

Alsq in the next summit, BRICS
countries need to rcach a coflsensus
on the capital composition,
governance structure, location, the

.persofl heading the proposed
organization amongst others.
Shateholding parterfl would be
amongst the important decisions
since that would decide the voting
pattefn.

China, which has the largest forex
reserves of over $3.2tn, would be
expected to pitch for control of the
bank by offering a bigger initial
contribution. However, the capital
contribution and voting rights
should be based on the pdnciple of
equity so as to ensure thal the
BRICS bank should not duplicate
asymmetries of the Bretton Woods
institutions. This would also ensure
that no country has the power to
influence who is given loans.
Another important aspect would be
the cutrency involved. Much of
both the trade and investment is
expected to be led by China. In fact,
China, which is continuing to
power itself to becoming the largest
economy in the world, would be
pushing for usage of yuan in the
lending as well as mading activities.
Howeveq it is only fak to use the
dollar or Euro in any of the
transactions before the BRICS
committee decides on a univetsal
cuffency to use.

Following the consensus on the
various aspects required, the BRICS
Bank could be seen as a potential
game-changer in the BRICS, larger
project of remapping the gloLal
ftnancial govefnance architecture
and in spurting infrastructufe
building in the developing wodd.

The BRICS strategists are also
working on new initiatives to scale up
intra-BRICS trade to g500bn by
2015.

Wayahead
BRICS'f,zas born in the crucible of
the global frnancial crisis during
2009 in the Russian city oi
Yekatednburg and had remained
focused on economic issues for the
first three years. The BRJCS group,
comprising five emerging
economies, has facilitated
multilateral cooperation in the
world. After four years of
developmeflt, BRICS has
transformed itself from a political
idea into a tangible symbol of a
multi-polar world. The BRICS
countries, especially India, Russia
and China, look at this grouping as a
platform that provider , .o.rrrt.r_
n^ffative to the West-dictated
agendas and approach on regional
and intetnational issues.

The main mission of BRICS is to
find a counterbalance for the
structures controlled by the
traditional centres of the wodd
economic and political power. In
other words, the histotical
destination of BRICS needs to te-
establish a balance in the wodd
system. The ability of BRICS to
fulfil this is determined by sevetal
factors. The fitst is theit increasing
potential power. The second is their
readiness to find a ..common
denominator" in the full tange of
their national interests. The third is
their ability to establish multilateral
and bilateral cooperation within the
five-member fotmat. Finally, to
establish and mansmit the mutual
interests and positions to the
influential international structures
and ptovide the decision-making
that will take into account the role
of developing centres in the wodd
system. @
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